data reports IUCrData (2016 In the title molecule, C 14 H 8 IN 3 O 2 , the cyanide group is anti to the iodide substituent of the adjacent benzene ring. The central segment is essentially planar (r.m.s deviation = 0.0341 Å ) and it is twisted away from the iodide-and nitro-substituted benzene rings by 69.02 (9) and 15.83 (16) , respectively. In the crystal, molecules are linked by weak C-HÁÁÁN interactions, leading to C(8) chains along [010] .
Structure description
The -iminonitriles are an important class of synthetic products with interesting biological activities (Jursic et al., 2002) . These compounds are useful precursors for the synthesis of analogues of naturally occurring iminosugars (Ayers & Fleet, 2014) , amidefunctionality formation (Gualtierotti et al., 2012) , and are frequently found in different natural compounds, pharmaceuticals and polymers. Several methodologies have been developed for the synthesis of -iminonitriles (Fontaine et al., 2008; Gualtierotti et al., 2012; Jursic et al., 2002) . In our approach, the (Z)-N-(2-iodophenyl)-4-nitrobenzimidoyl cyanide, (I), was obtained through an oxidative Strecker-type reaction from the imine, previously formed by a condensation reaction of 2-iodoaniline with 4-nitrobenzaldehyde.
A perspective view of the molecule of the title compound, showing the atomic numbering scheme, is given in Fig. 1 . The structural parameters of a related ligand, i.e. containing (I) in its backbone, has been reported in an organoruthenium compound (II) (Xiang et al., 2010) , and can serve as a comparison with (I). A comparison of the bond lengths in the central segment C1/N1/C8/C7/N2/C9 of (I) and (II), shows an elongation in the C1-N1 [1.452 (3) Å ] and a shortening in C8-C9 [1.460 (3) Å ] in (II). These differences in bond lengths may be due to the formation of bonds with the ruthenium atom via O atoms appended to the backbone. The cyanide group is anti to the o-iodide
IUCrData (2016). 1, x160315 data reports substituent in the adjacent benzene ring. The central segment C1/N1/C8/C7/N2/C9 is essentially planar, with an r.m.s deviation of 0.0341 Å and it is twisted away from the iodideand nitro-substituted benzene rings by 69.02 (9) and 15.83 (16) , respectively. In the crystal, molecules of (I) are linked by weak intermolecular C-HÁÁÁN interactions, 
Synthesis and crystallization
A mixture of 2-iodoaniline (100 mg, 0.46 mmol) and 4-nitrobenzaldehyde (69 mg, 0.46 mmol) was heated at 373 K for 1 h in solvent-free conditions until the starting materials were no longer detected by TLC, to afford a yellow solid (in quantitative yield) corresponding to the imine. Then a mixture of imine (100 mg, 0.28 mmol), potassium cyanide (37 mg, 0.57 mmol), silica gel (50 mg) and acetonitrile (5 mL) was stirred at room temperature for 20 h. After the imine was consumed (monitored by TLC), the solvent was evaporated under reduced pressure and the crude product was purified by column chromatography on silica gel using a hexane-dichloromethane mixture (4:1, v/v) as eluent to afford compound (I) [57% yield, orange solid, m.p. 433 (1) 
Refinement
Crystal data, data collection and structure refinement details are summarized in Table 2 . The maximum and minimum residual electron density peaks of 1.42 and 0.84 eÅ À3 , respectively, were located 0.86 and 0.79 Å from the I1 atom. 
Figure 2
Part of the crystal structure of (I), showing the formation of C (8) The molecular structure of (I) with displacement ellipsoids drawn at the 50% probability level. 
data-1
IUCrData ( 150.4, 149.3, 139.7, 138.2, 138.0, 129.6, 129.5, 129.4, 124.3, 118.5, 110.0, 93 .00 ppm. MS (70 eV) m/z (%): 379, 378, 377 (2.4, 18, 100) [M+], 250 (17), 203 (47), 204 (68). Crystals of (I) suitable for single-crystal X-ray diffraction were grown by slow evaporation, at ambient temperature and in air, from a solution in chloroform. Geometry. All esds (except the esd in the dihedral angle between two l.s. planes) are estimated using the full covariance matrix. The cell esds are taken into account individually in the estimation of esds in distances, angles and torsion angles; correlations between esds in cell parameters are only used when they are defined by crystal symmetry. An approximate (isotropic) treatment of cell esds is used for estimating esds involving l.s. planes. Refinement. Refinement of F 2 against ALL reflections. The weighted R-factor wR and goodness of fit S are based on F 2 , conventional R-factors R are based on F, with F set to zero for negative F 2 . The threshold expression of
Special details

Experimental. IR (FT-IR SHIMADZU IR-
) is used only for calculating R-factors(gt) etc. and is not relevant to the choice of reflections for refinement. R-factors based on F 2 are statistically about twice as large as those based on F, and R-factors based on ALL data will be even larger. 
Fractional atomic coordinates and isotropic or equivalent isotropic displacement parameters (Å
